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With the season of festivities about to commence, we can 
truly appreciate how family, food and furnishings enhance 
every event. Intimate spaces like this require no reservations, 
just engaging company, healthy appetites and great 
taste. We’re helping you prepare for all of the guests and 
gatherings with a special collection of rooms that will inspire 
your inner entertainer.
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SOLEIL Trestle Dining Table $1395 77758 

CAPPELLA Dresser $895 66898

ZANE Arm Chair $295 70830

MARGUERITE Bench $250 80947

TRISTEN MIDNIGHT BLUE Rug  
60”X96” $250 82327, 96”X132” $550 82328

DUARA Table Lamp $195 79024

GOLD SHADOWS Art $250 80300

BICYCLE PATENT I BLUE Art $175 81227

URBAN Art $95 81226

CAMERON OVAL SILVER METALLIC  
Accent Pillow 20” $65 81663

Find additional information on accessories  
at livingspaces.com/catalog
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ON LOCATION:  
HANCOCK PARK
For this catalog, bringing our furniture and accents to life meant taking 
them offsite and inside some of Southern California’s most breathtaking 
estates. Part of our adventure was spent in the gorgeous and historic 
neighborhood of Hancock Park, where architecturally rich residences 
abound. The LA enclave’s old world glamour is captured by outfitting 
this interior with mirrored pieces, bold motifs and seats modeled after 
European antiques. 

Also available for Special Order.
Explore additional fabric options 
on collections with this symbol.
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DONAVER Sofa $595 81181

ELSA Accent Chair $595 82224

HUMPHREY Cocktail Table $795 78215

KIDMAN Cabinet $850 70162

MARGUERITE Accent Stool $195 80946

KYRIN CREAM GREY Rug 60”X96” $350 82295, 94”X132” $695 82296

GRAND MAISON Lamp $139 74404

CLOISTER ARCH Art $195 75715

CANAL HOUSES Art $195 75716

Find additional information 
on accessories at  
livingspaces.com/catalog
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BATEAU GREY Dining Table $695 78267
BATEAU GREY Buffet $895 78268
BOGART HIDE Bench $550 82377
CARINO BLACK Chair $195 78308
KENTON CHEVRON HIDE Rug  
96”X132” $1095 81396
WELLS CRYSTAL Table Lamp $185 81982
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Hungry for more 
options? See the 
complete Bateau 
dining and Carino 
chair collections at 
livingspaces.com.
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ADAMS QUEEN Platform Bed $1495 80452 
Cal King $1695 80451, Eastern King $1695 80450

ADAMS Nightstand 2-DRAWER $595 80447 
ALDO Side Chair  $295 78330

LIBBY LEATHER Accent Ottoman $695 82106

LAYTON CHARCOAL Rug 60”X90” $130 82337
90”X126” $250 82338

FLOAT Art III $320 77809, IV $320 77810

VIVIAN BRONZE Table Lamp $150 80547

DARK OWL Accent Pillow  17”X17” $9 82113

Find additional information on accessories  
at livingspaces.com/catalog

Handcrafted in 
California from 
locally sourced 
solid maple, 
the Adams bed 
and nightstands 
feature smooth 
surfaces and a 
natural brown 
finish that retains 
the authenticity  
of the wood grain. 
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SHAPE SHIFT
Our Costello Special Order sectional 
can be altered to your specifications. 
Learn more about customizing select 
sofas and sectionals at livingspaces.com. 
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COSTELLO Sectional $1420 79204/79200

SHIRLEY ONYX Wing Chair $450 81521

DEVLIN Coffee Table $295 69865

DEVLIN End Table $280 69866

COOPER METAL Stool $50 79064

KENTON GEOMETRIC HYDE Rug 96”X132” $1095 81397

Find additional information on accessories  
at livingspaces.com/catalog
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CHANNING Queen Upholstered Bed $795 79094 
Cal King $995 79093, Eastern King $995 79092

WILHELMINA GRANITE Side Chair $350 73479

MARGUERITE Bench $250 80947

HARRISON Round End Table $230 79999

VERDURE IVORY HORIZONS Rug 90”X114” $895 78794

OLIVER BRASS Floor Lamp $175 80545

Find additional information on accessories  
at livingspaces.com/catalog

DRESS UP
Getting ready for a party is often as exciting as the 
celebration itself, so a haven worthy of this cherished 
ritual is necessary. Placed at the foot of an impeccably 
upholstered bed, our Marguerite bench is a posh spot 
to pamper yourself, with its cushioned surface and six 
carved legs. While applying finishing touches, you can 
sit upon the gracious Wilhelmina chair, which boasts 
wavy winged arms, a button-tufted back and defining nail 
heads.
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SOPHIE CEMENT Sofa $895 81983

LORELAI CHARCOAL Accent Chair $695 77511

BOGART HIDE Bench $550 82377

SANTA MARIA Bookshelf $2095 68554

X FRAME Bar Cart $295 82346
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HARRISON GRAPHITE Rug 66”X102” $995 82319, 93”X117” $1695 82320 
PARIS PANORAMA Art $95 81231

CHRISTOPHER JUTE Table Lamp $140 81980

Find additional information on accessories at livingspaces.com/catalog
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CARTER ESTATE Sofa $995 82378 
ASHTON Cocktail Table $450 79006 
TABITHA BRONZE Accent Table $95 82189 
LEX GREY/BLACK Rug 60”X96” $295 82331, 96”X132” $650 82332

BLUE HORIZON Art $195 81968 
OLIVER BRASS Floor Lamp $175 80545

Find additional information on accessories  
at livingspaces.com/catalog

SHINE ON
From the Carter sofas’ capped feet, to the 
radiant table bases and floor lamps, this 
hip hangout is all about that brass.
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STAY LATE
Friends who tend to linger long after dinner will enjoy nursing their 
nightcaps in a lounge this calm, cool and cozy. You can set the mood 
for evening mingling with plush textures and plenty of seats, including 
a velvety sofa, chair and distinctive leather ottoman from our Libby 
collection. A bar cart on the side is fully equipped in case anyone 
needs their drink refreshed or refilled.
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LIBBY Sofa $795 82102

LIBBY Arm Chair $650 82104

LIBBY Leather Accent Ottoman $695 82106

ADELLA Accent Chair $380 70116

COYLIN Square Cocktail Table $130 80625

COYLIN Square End Table $95 80626

HAIDEN SILVER Rug 63”X90” $195 82339,  90”X126” $395 82340

MARCONI GREY Table Lamp $199 79926

Find additional information on accessories  
at livingspaces.com/catalog
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DRIFT AWAY
Awash in ethereal white tones, 
the solid acacia bed and dresser 
are hand-finished to look like 
weathered treasures. 
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CAPPELLA Queen Panel Bed $895 66902,

Cal King $1195 66901, Eastern King $1195 79133

CAPPELLA Dresser $895 66898

JUNO Accent Chair $395 82223

MARGUERITE Accent Stool $195 80946

LEXIE End Table $250 78988

HARRISON ZINFANDEL Rug 
66”X102” $995 82321, 93”X117” $1695 82322 
UMBERTO SLATE  
Table Lamp $199 56711

Find additional information on accessories  
at livingspaces.com/catalog
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FLASH FORWARD
Special accessories that reveal our personalities aren’t 

just the icing on top of a room. They have the potential 
to make any interior superior. Take your design above 

and beyond with lamps, pillows, mirrors and more.

ADELLA Accent Chair $380 70116

X FRAME Bar Cart $295 82346

MARCONI GREY Table Lamp $199 79926
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$32
80269

$185
81982

$19
82382

$55 81669

$69 81159

$18
80271

$25
80270

$32 
82394
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UNCOVER WONDERS  
Looking for one-of-a-kind items that will 
spice up your space? Put that passport 
away and visit our Elements gallery, where 
an around-the-world shopping experience 
is at your fingertips.

Selection and availability will vary by location.
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PLAY FAVORITES 
There are numerous guidelines you’ll find on mastering mix-and-match design, but why follow the 
rules when you can make your own? Visit our stores and experiment with different dining chairs, 
or explore them online at livingspaces.com. 

$195
65795

$250
71767 $250

71769

$195
76815

$295
77737

$350
76819

$295
70831

$250
81813

$350
77577

$350
73479

$295
70830

$270
71765

$250
71764
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$250
71560

$350
70833

$250
71756

$195
81373

$195
78311

$295
78760 $80

80759 $120
78305

$120
78307

$270
71763

$250
71762

$270
71768

$250
72843

$130
74255

$270
78953
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ON LOCATION: 
HARBOR VIEW HOMES
Our next destination is nestled in sunny Newport 
Beach, where locals know this beloved neighborhood 
as the Port Streets. Brimming with charm, the area is 
an ideal backdrop for designs that transcend trends 
and time. Distinguished by several ageless elements, 
our Collins collection stars consummate class acts – 
including a finely tailored roll arm sofa and an accent 
chair covered in damask-inspired upholstery. 
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COLLINS Sofa $695 81693   
COLLINS Accent Chair $595 81697  
MANNING Cocktail Table $220 76989   
MANNING End Table $190 76990  
YVES RED Rug 60”X96” $160 82315, 96”X132” $350 82316

AUGUSTINE Table Lamp $130 78540

TRELLIS STEEL Accent Pillow 22” $65  

Find additional information on accessories  
at livingspaces.com/catalog
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LAURENT Dining Table $1595 77762

JOSS Side Chair $250 71767

A. BATHESDA BLACK Accent Pillow 18” $69 82399

B. PRATO ORANGE Accent Pillow 22” $59 77214  
C. RYAN VELVET SLATE Accent Pillow 22” $75 81157

D. EGYPT GREY Accent Pillow 22” $29 78949

REFLECT BACK
Because many of our best memories come from 
our best meals, attention must be paid to where 
and how we dine. When gathered around the 
Laurent table, everyone will relish the old world 
air of its trestle base, adore the distressed black 
finish and admire the uniqueness of its zinc-
plated surface. As conversation keeps going 
and drinks keep flowing, the dashing Joss side 
chairs lend constant support and style, so you 
and your guests can continue the merriment.

A

BC

D

Products are not intended 
for outdoor use.
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MAKE HISTORY
Small moments become big 
events when you treat every 
day like a special occasion. 
By introducing the formality 
and whimsy of England’s 
Regency into your home, our 
Amelia collection shows that 
furniture with a past can leave 
a lasting impact. 
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AMELIA Sofa $995 79390

AMELIA Cocktail Ottoman $750 79392

AMELIA Accent Chair $695 79391

HARRISON Round End Table $230 79999

EIFFEL TOWER BLURRED Art $130 80298

KOLKATA DAMASK Rug 60”X96” $370 73592, 96”X120” $695 73593

GRAND MAISON Table Lamp $139 74404

The sweeping camelback sofa is endowed 
with pleated scroll arms and turned feet, 
and its down-wrapped bench cushion 
allows you to sit indulgently soft and deep. 
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START FRESH
If all wake up calls looked like this, 
rolling out of bed would be a cinch. 
Breakfast is served in a cheery corner 
nook, where classic slat back chairs 
pull up to a unique double pedestal 
table. Edged by nut and bolt accents, 
it features an extension leaf to fit 
more early birds.

RYLAND Dining Table $795 79409

RYLAND Side Chair $150 79408

YVES YELLOW Rug 60”X96” $160 82317 

96”X132” $350 82318

Find additional information on accessories  
at livingspaces.com/catalog
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$65  
81158

$65  
81158

$75  
81164

$75  
81164 $69 

82399

$79 
82415

$39 
81152

$69 
82405

$69 
   82414

$59 
82411

$69 
82403

$69 
82399

$59 
82401

YVES YELLOW Rug 60”X96” $160 82317, 

96”X132” $350 82318

LIBBY Leather 
Accent Ottoman 
$695 82106
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CHANGE RHYTHM
Come home to a harmonious interior  
and discover how chaotic days seamlessly 
segue into quiet nights. Your fast pace 
will slow down instantly on the Sloane 
sofa, which features roll arms and 
reversible seat cushions that bare a 
quilted texture. Pillows in soothing blues 
influence accents throughout this room, 
including the shapely table lamps and 
vivid printed rug. Flaunting glass tops and 
cross legs that end in subtle scrolls, our 
Gwendolyn occasional tables add fluidity 
with their lyrical curves.

SLOANE Sofa $895 78963

GWENDOLYN Cocktail Table $350 79991

GWENDOLYN End Table $220 79992

ROYAL STRIPES Rug 94”X130” $1395 80426

MARGOT Table Lamp $120 78831 
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GAVELSTON
Sofa Table $320 78848

$350
80305

$250
79928

$26
81615

$29
81614

$30 
77427

60”X96” 
$350
82287

94”X130” 
$1395 
80426

94”X130” $1395 80435
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THINK SIMPLE
Putting together an exceptional dining space is like planning the perfect party – the key to success is to make it 
feel inviting and relaxed. Displaying streamlined, straightforward design, the Dean table serves as a foundation 
for stellar celebrations. Exposed dovetail joinery translates into transparent function and beauty on the solid oak 
stunner, which is accompanied by our equally sleek Oliver side chairs. Airy and contemporary in appeal, they 
boast dapper grey fabric and stainless steel frames. 

DEAN Dining Table $650 80750

OLIVER Side Chair $80 80759

OMBRE SUNSET Rug 60”X87” $195 81146, 
93”X117” $450 81147
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RISE ABOVE
Clean lines are far from confining, especially when it comes to the array of ways our Renata  
stools can be used. Lofty steel frames form the Parsons-style silhouettes, which are fortified 
with durable upholstery and chrome foot rests. Not only do these statuesque seats come in 
shades of grey, brown, black and white, they are also available in bar and counter heights.

BLACK 
24” $150 78274
30” $170 78270

WHITE
24” $150 78277
30” $170 78273

GREY
24” $150 81371
30” $170 81372

BROWN
24” $150 78275
30” $170 78271
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ON LOCATION: 
TOP OF THE WORLD
Located high above the hustle and bustle of beautiful Laguna Beach, this 
community boasts majestic canyon views as far as the eye can see. Many homes 
here enjoy a front row seat to the scenery, with open floor plans and walls of 
windows that frame those priceless panoramas. While the focus may often be on 
what’s outside, interiors are just as important and look particularly striking when 
adorned with clean, minimalist furnishings.
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BRANCH OUT 
An affinity for entertaining will grow naturally 
when the Oleander dining collection takes 
root in your space. Crowned by thick slabs of 
solid acacia, the table and bench exhibit one-
of-a-kind texture and character through their 
impressive live edge designs. A light walnut finish 
handsomely highlights the wood’s organic knots, 
burrs and grain patterns, as an antique nickel coat 
enhances the structural splendor of iron bases.

OLEANDER Dining Table $1495 75276 
OLEANDER Side Chair $190 77016

OLEANDER Bench $695 75275

LAWRENCE CUBE Bookcase $350 81202

ANTALYA MOROCCO Rug 63”X90” $250 72551 

94”X130” $495 72552
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SQUARE OFF
Few color combos can compete against a 
duo as dynamic as grey and yellow, so we 
gave this pair extra crowd-pleasing flair in our 
Lorelai collection. A shelter arm sofa elevates 
the golden couple, with a button tufted back 
and bright pillows working together to make 
these winning hues look better than ever. 
Their chemistry heats up on the mid-century 
accent chair and reaches its ultra-chic peak 
on a hand-woven wool rug that’s dripping in 
diamond shapes.
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LORELAI Sofa $750 74595

LORELAI Arm Chair $595 74597

LORELAI Accent Chair $695 77511

ASTRID Round Cocktail Table $250 80007

SHERWIN YELLOW/GREY Rug 
60”X90” $250 81392, 96”X132” $595 81393

SPLIT LEVEL Art BLUE $195 80411,  
GREEN $195 80412

TYLER Floor Lamp $195 78542  
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BEGIN AGAIN
In a retreat as serene as a sun-drenched morning, every day is greeted with ease. Part of our exclusive American 
Artisan collection, the Finley bed and nightstand are tranquil anchors, bringing Shaker-style purity, utility and 
integrity to this space. Solid cherry hardwood harvested in the United States instills these items with enduring 
strength, while Amish craftsmanship ensures unwavering quality. Discover the rest of this collection and the 
entire American Artisan line at livingspaces.com/american-artisan.  

FINLEY Queen Panel Bed $1195 78649 
Cal King $1295 78648, Eastern King $1295 78647

FINLEY Nightstand 2-DRAWER $795 78640 
TULARE PUFF Accent Chair $595 77523

AZIBO BLUE CHEVRON Rug 60”X90” $250 81390, 96”X132” $595 81391

PATIENCE Table Lamp $35 78014

Find additional information on accessories at livingspaces.com/catalog
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TAKE FIVE
No matter how long the 
break lasts, everyone needs 
time to unwind. Find your 
seconds, minutes or hours of peace 
on our best-selling Axis sectional. 
Emboldened by a graphic hand-tufted 
rug, this crisp configuration makes the cut 
for comfort thanks to soft cushions in an even 
softer grey fabric. Retro accent chairs provide 
additional places to perch, while tables with tubular 
metal bases help synchronize this soulful space. 

AXIS Sectional 2-PIECE $1095 57312

PAMELA Accent Chair $650 78962

COYLIN Square Cocktail Table $130 80625

COYLIN End Table $95 80626

GEO BLACK Rug 60”X90” $250 80275, 93”X117” $495 80276

LEXI Table Lamp $79 78604

$19
81400 $55

81669
$65
81664

$39
81156

$49
76627

$55
81669

$65
81664

$89
81162
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TAKE FIVE
No matter how long the 
break lasts, everyone needs 
time to unwind. Find your 
seconds, minutes or hours of peace 
on our best-selling Axis sectional. 
Emboldened by a graphic hand-tufted 
rug, this crisp configuration makes the cut 
for comfort thanks to soft cushions in an even 
softer grey fabric. Retro accent chairs provide 
additional places to perch, while tables with tubular 
metal bases help synchronize this soulful space. 
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AIM HIGH
Grand gestures frequently lead to gratifying results, as our Tesla collection 
proves in this rejuvenating room. Standing tall on a lustrous seafoam rug, 
the bed unveils extraordinary artistry and practicality with its captivating 
canopy construction and two spacious drawers for extra sheets and clothes. 
Understated hardware and a deep walnut finish balance out the drama and 
warm up these sharp, modern designs.

TESLA Queen Canopy Storage Bed $995 79492 

Cal King $1195 79491, Eastern King $1195 79490

TESLA Dresser $595 79485

TESLA Nightstand $295 79486

LLOYD Accent Chair $650 81596 
VERDURE SEAFOAM Rug 60”X84” $450 78793 
90”X114” $895 78810

LOST AT SEA Art $195 81970

UMBERTO SLATE Table Lamp $199 56711
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See the complete Tesla collection, including a 
streamlined panel bed, at livingspaces.com
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FREESTYLE
From blank canvas to work of art, any wall evolves when you add imagery that inspires you. Because 
every space has room for expression, we’ve curated a vast, diverse and evocative collection. Visit our 
stores to peruse soft abstracts, fun typographic prints, prominent portraits and colorful landscapes, and 
start creating your home gallery today.
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Left to right
MEADOW HORIZON $195 81969

BLUE SUEDE BY LISA $195 79420

LOST AT SEA $195 81970

WARRIOR $350 80404

HUMMINGBIRD IN FLIGHT $195 81965

ROME $140 81236

ORCHID ABSTRACT $195 81971

TRELLIS STEEL Accent Pillow 22” $65 81158

Products are not intended for outdoor use.
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14501 Artesia Boulevard, La Mirada, CA 90638

HUNTINGTON BEACH  |  IRVINE  |  LA MIRADA  |  MENIFEE  |   MISSION VALLEY  |  MONROVIA  |  PHOENIX
RANCHO CUCAMONGA  |   REDONDO BEACH  |  SCOTTSDALE  |  VAN NUYS AT “THE PLANT”  |  VISTA PRSRT STD
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Find a location or shop online at livingspaces.com  |  Call 866-693-9292

COOPER Counter To Bar Table $495 79074
COOPER Backless Swivel Stool $250 79070Products are not intended for outdoor use.


